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Polarons are among the most elementary quasiparticles of interacting quantum matter, consisting of a charge
carrier dressed by an excited background [1]. In Mott insulators, they take the form of a dopant surrounded
by a distorted spin-background and are expected to dictate effective mass, transport properties and interactions
between carriers [2–4]. Despite the fundamental importance of polarons for the electronic structure of strongly
correlated systems, access to their internal structure was only recently realized in experiments [5], while theo-
retical results are still lacking due to the sign problem. Here we report unbiased high-precision data obtained
from worm-algorithm Monte Carlo that reveal the real-space structure of a polaron in the t-J model deep inside
the region where the sign problem becomes significant. These results are directly comparable to recent quantum
gas microscopy experiments, but give access to significantly lower temperatures.
The doped Mott insulator with charge carriers that prop-
agate on an anti-ferromagnetic background has been identi-
fied as the paradigmatic model of the high-temperature super-
conductors [6]. In this scenario, the dopants and the environ-
ment form composite polarons as a result of competition be-
tween the kinetic energy and super-exchange processes in the
background [7]. The carriers can lower their energy by de-
localizing, but this is incompatible with anti-ferromagnetism
as their motion disrupts the magnetic order. Retaining anti-
ferromagnetic correlations minimizes the exchange energy,
but this effectively leads to narrowing of the band due to a
finite mean-free path [8]–delocalization of the carrier within a
cloud of altered spin-correlations results as a compromise.
Since the polaron is the elementary quasiparticle of the
doped Mott insulator, it is also the starting point for un-
derstanding its electronic structure, including the enigmatic
mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity. While still
a matter of active research, the premise that the perturbed
spin-background mediates attraction between carriers is con-
sidered to be central to the explanation of pairing [9, 10].
Attraction between carriers in a Mott insulator is also indi-
cated by density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) cal-
culations [11].
Currently, to the best of our knowledge, no approximation-
free theoretical results without systematic bias exist for the
internal structure of the polaron. Exact diagonalization (ED)
can resolve spin-correlations in the vicinity of the carrier, but
the restriction to small system sizes means that the polaron is
distorted by boundary pressure (see also supplementary in-
formation). DMRG allows addressing larger systems than
ED but is strictly speaking an approximative technique, al-
beit potentially very accurate [12]. In macroscopic systems,
the fermionic sign problem prevents the effective use of con-
ventional quantum Monte Carlo techniques [13].
Until recently, detailed information about polarons was
equally unavailable in experiments, as electronic systems are
generally not accessible to the required precision. With the
advent of quantum gas microscopy, this has changed com-
pletely, and imaging of entangled quantum many-body states
is now possible at the level of single-site resolution [14].
The experimental realization of strongly correlated systems
in ultra-cold atomic gases has at this point reached temper-
ature ranges where the Mott-insulating state develops anti-
ferromagnetic correlations [15], and the first observation of
the internal structure of a polaron in this setting was reported
recently [5]. Per expectations, this experiment confirms that
the carrier is dressed by local reduction, or even reversal,
of spin-correlations. A comparison to the case of a pinned
dopant establishes that delocalization is essential to the struc-
ture of the polaron.
Worm-algorithm Monte Carlo (WAMC) provides an excep-
tionally efficient protocol for obtaining the statistical proper-
ties of quantum many-body systems at thermal equilibrium
[16]. For bosonic systems, this technique allows comput-
ing unbiased and controllable results for strongly interact-
ing systems at energy scales far below condensation [17].
For fermions, the sign problem limits the applicability to
Gutzwiller-projected theories where sign fluctuations are only
extensive in the number of carriers as opposed to system size.
To date, this technique has only been used to derive the spec-
tral properties of a single carrier in the t-J model [18], which
transpires at imaginary time-scales where the sign problem is
irrelevant [19]. In this work, we employ WAMC to resolve
the internal structure of a single polaron in the t-J model. By
relying on an efficient sampling protocol and large scale simu-
lations, we can extract accurate data deep into the temperature
range where the sign problem becomes significant. As a re-
sult, we obtain unbiased spin-correlations in the proximity of
the charge carrier that are directly comparable to experiments
on ultra-cold atomic gases. For a discussion of WAMC, see
the supplementary information.
In our simulations, we represent fermions as world-lines in
space and imaginary time. We apply periodic boundary condi-
tions with a lattice size of 20×20, which substantially exceeds
the characteristic size of the polaron, ensuring that boundary
pressure is not present. Periodic boundary conditions are also
implemented in the imaginary-time direction, reflecting that
the trace only involves diagonal elements of the density ma-
trix. We use separate worms for the spin and charge sectors
[16]. The former can wind in imaginary time, which alters
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2the total spin in the system so that this sector is in the grand
canonical ensemble. The worm corresponding to charge can-
not wind, keeping the number of carriers to unity at all times.
We confirm the accuracy of this technique by comparison to
ED on a 4× 4 lattice, see supplementary information.
In this setup, the sign problem appears as fermions may
swap positions through a combination of hopping and super-
exchange processes in the background. The first process
which gives a sign change is of the order t2J3, and becomes
apparent at temperatures of t ∼ 0.05. Relying on WAMC,
we are able to resolve temperatures down to t ≈ 0.011 with
virtually vanishing error bars.
We focus on observing real-space spin-correlations, as
these are also relevant for current experiments based on elec-
tron gas microscopy. In line with [5], we consider correlators
of the form
C|d|(r) = 4〈Szr0+r−d/2 Szr0+r+d/2〉. (1)
Here r0 and r0 + r± d/2 are the positions of the carrier and
the two spins, respectively, while r defines the bond distance.
We will consider only the cases |d| = 1 (nearest-neighbor),
|d| = √2 (next-nearest-neighbor), and |d| = 2 (next-next-
nearest-neighbor). The correlators are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The principal observables generated by WAMC are diagonal
r0
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Figure 1. Illustration of the correlators C1, C√2, and C2 defined
in Eq. (1). Here, the bond distance r is defined as the distance from
the carrier to the point between the spins for which the correlation is
considered.
elements of the density matrix, from which we can readily
extract the correlators (1).
We describe the polarons using the t-J model, which cap-
tures the low-energy physics of the Hubbard model at large
on-site repulsion, which is relevant for a doped Mott insula-
tor. We set the super-exchange to J/t = 0.3, correspond-
ing to an energy scale of the contact interaction given by
U/t = 4t/J ≈ 13.33. This parameter choice is directly
comparable to the experiment [5], and puts us well into the
strongly correlated regime.
The spin-correlators (1) obtained from WAMC are shown in
Fig. 2. Plots (a-c) correspond to a temperature of T = t/2.2,
which lies within the error bars of the experiment [5]. Like
that work, we find a reduction of C1 (a) near the carrier,
though substantial anti-ferromagnetism persists even in its di-
rect vicinity. The effect on C√2 (b) is more dramatic than on
C1, with correlations virtually disappearing at r =
√
1/2.
By comparison, experimental findings even indicate anti-
correlation close to the carrier. For C2, we find a dramatic
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Figure 2. Spin-correlations as a function of the bond distance, ob-
tained for a system with 20 × 20 lattice sites and periodic boundary
conditions. Here, J/t = 0.3 which corresponds to U/t ≈ 13.33,
while temperatures are given by T = t/2.2 (a-c) and T = t/8.8
(d-f) respectively. The nearest-neighbor correlations (a,d) reveal
a reduction of anti-ferromagnetism, though the lack of ferromag-
netism implies no significant increase in the mean-free path. Next
nearest-neighbor correlations (b,e) vanish near the carrier, implying
a high degree of frustration that persists to low temperature. The
combination of super-exchange and delocalization gives rise to anti-
correlation across the carrier (c,f). While error bars are given for this
data, they are not discernible to the naked eye.
reversal, with strong anti-correlation appearing across the car-
rier (c), in line with observations. A comparison of theoreti-
cal and experimental results thus indicates that the t-J model
qualitatively captures the significant features of the polaron,
with some quantitative discrepancies. We also find qualita-
tive agreement with zero-temperature calculations based on
DMRG and trial wave-function methods [20].
Reducing the temperature by a factor 4 (d-f), the magni-
tude of the spin-correlations increases significantly, with C1
approaching its ground state value on the background [21].
The spatial extent of the polaron grows somewhat, while the
basic features of its internal structure persist.
The reversal of C2 and the reduction of C√2 result from
competing super-exchange processes that are activated as the
carrier moves through the background. When the dopant hops
a lattice spacing, spins that where previously nearest or next
3nearest-neighbors–and therefore correlated–are brought in di-
rect contact where the interaction is antiferromagnetic. From
(b,e), it is clear that this leads to a highly frustrated state with
almost vanishing correlations that also persist at low tempera-
tures.
The spin configuration of the polaron does not provide a
significant increase of the mean-free path, which would re-
quire creating ferromagnetic correlations in the proximity of
the carrier. This implies a substantial suppression of the den-
sity of states at the band ends [8]. The resulting correlations
thus indicate competition between super-exchange and pro-
cesses that also involve propagation of the carrier. Purely ki-
netic mechanisms that drive the system towards an increased
mean-free path [22] are not visible in this data. This picture
is further corroborated by the kinetic energy of the polaron,
which is shown in Fig. 3. The frustration which is visible
in Fig. 2 (b,e) becomes increasingly important at low tem-
peratures where the system develops strong magnetic correla-
tions. This makes delocalization of the carrier energetically
expensive, eventually leading to increasing kinetic energy be-
low βt ≈ 0.44.
We have presented unbiased high-precision results for the
real-space structure of a polaron in the t-J model. Our results
reveal a distorted background that is characterized by rever-
sal or depletion of spin-correlations near the carrier, which
is indicative of competing magnetic processes and frustra-
tion. We find a good agreement with recent quantum gas
microscopy experiments, with minor discrepancies suggesting
slight differences between our model and the physical system
realized in [5]. We have thus reached a point where direct
comparison of single-particle measurements and essentially
approximation-free theoretical techniques is possible. With
access to temperatures significantly below currently published
experimental results, we can reach the regime where short-
range correlations approach their ground state values. At the
next stage, WAMC can be used to compute correlations be-
tween pairs of carriers, thereby providing critical insights into
the temperature and energy scale of pairing. This can be car-
ried out in tandem with experiments on multi-polaron struc-
ture formation in ultra-cold atomic gases, that have now be-
come possible [23].
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Model. We describe our system using the t-J model [1],
which captures the low energy physics of the Hubbard model
[2] in the U  t limit. We consider the case of a single carrier
on a Mott-background. The Hamiltonian is then given by
Hˆ = −t
∑
〈ij〉, σ
aˆ†iσ(1− nˆiσ¯)aˆjσ(1− nˆjσ¯)
+ J
∑
〈ij〉
(
Sˆi · Sˆj − nˆinˆj
4
) (1)
where doubly occupied sites are forbidden. Here the param-
eter J is related to the Hubbard on-site interaction strength
through J = 4t2/U .
The worm algorithm. The correlators and kinetic en-
ergy discussed in the main text were obtained using worm-
algorithm Monte Carlo (WAMC) in a continuous-time setting
[3]. In this method, the partition- and Green’s function sectors
are combined into a single configuration space. Then, in order
to sample partition function configurations, one is required to
pass through the Green’s function sector. Performing the sim-
ulations in real-space and imaginary-time, both the kinetic en-
ergy [4] and the correlators of interest are directly accessible
from the partition function.
Sign problem. Treating lattice fermions using WAMC, the
sign problem [5] is unavoidable, despite simulating merely
a single carrier. In order to account for the possibility of
having negative configuration weights p = s|p|, the sign s
is kept track of while simulating the bosonic system, using
as weight the aforementioned |p|. The fermionic expectation
value 〈A〉F is then obtained from bosonic ones according to
〈A〉F = 〈sA〉B/〈s〉B.
A process able to exchange a pair of indistinguishable
fermions, and thus flip the sign, is present first at order t2J3
[6]. A world-line configuration containing processes of this
type is rare at high temperatures but becomes more frequent
when the temperature is lowered. The typical signature of
this is the exponential decay of the average sign 〈s〉B as the
temperature is decreased. Consequently, the signal-to-noise
ratio will decrease exponentially with decreased temperature,
which is the hallmark of the sign problem.
Exact diagonalization. In order to verify the accuracy of
WAMC we benchmarked results for a 4 × 4 system against
exact diagonalization (ED) [7]. For the correlators C1, C√2,
and C2, we found perfect agreement, as shown in Fig. SI 1.
These correlators are defined through
C|d|(r) = 4〈Szr0+r−d/2 Szr0+r+d/2〉 , (2)
where r0 and r0 + r ± d/2 are the positions of the carrier
and the two spins, respectively. See Fig. 1 of the main text for
an illustration. We also found the kinetic energy to perfectly
match the exact diagonalization data, which is shown in Fig.
SI 2.
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Figure SI 1. Spin-correlations C1 (a,d), C√2 (b,e), and C2 (c,f)
obtained via WAMC and ED, as a function of the distance from the
carrier obtained for a system with 4 × 4 lattice sites and periodic
boundary conditions. Here J/t = 0.3 while temperatures are given
by T = t/2.2 (a-c) and T = t/4.4 (d-f), respectively. These plots
indicate a perfect agreement between the results obtained from ED
and WAMC. While error bars are given for the WAMC data, they are
smaller than the marker size.
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